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Transforming peptide
st
synthesis for the 21 century
to fill a GAP in the market
GAP Peptides has developed a novel approach to synthesizing high crude purity peptides that
minimizes solvent and raw material consumption, while simultaneously reducing waste. Laboratory
automation is helping this start-up company to accelerate its research and development, a process
crucial to achieving commercial success. The company founders have collaborated with Tecan to
establish a unique liquid handling platform, designed and built specifically to meet its workflow needs.
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GAP Peptides, based in Lubbock, Texas,
has developed an innovative process
that addresses these issues, helping
manufacturers to bring new synthetic
peptides to market at an affordable
price point. When performed manually,
simultaneous synthesis of the multiple
peptides needed for research can be
very time consuming, so the company
has automated the process on a
Fluent® 1080 Automation Workstation.
CEO and Managing Director Caroline
Brooks explained: “Our work is based
on a novel synthesis strategy, Group
Assisted Purification-Peptide Synthesis
(GAP-PS), developed by our CSO
Dr Cole Seifert and his research adviser,
Dr Guigen Li, during his PhD studies
at Texas Tech University. This unique
synthesis approach will help
manufacturers to improve yields, reduce
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Cole Seifert (left) and Carder Brooks co-founded GAP Peptides in 2017
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 single person working manually could
A
synthesize one, maybe two, 10-amino acid
peptides in about a week. In contrast, the
Fluent can generate 24 peptides, completing
the process in about three days.
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Carder Brooks, General Counsel at
synthesis while increasing the reaction
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Cole expanded on the time savings
offered by automation: “A single person
working manually could synthesize one,
maybe two, 10-amino acid peptides in
about a week. In contrast, the Fluent
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key to achieving this, and GAP chose a
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Fluent 1080 to increase throughput,
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enabling reliable, consistent data to be

needs, supporting us all the way from

software, but the company has
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managed to create a user-friendly

can generate 24 peptides, completing
the process in about three days, which
makes a huge difference to our
throughput.”
“Peptide chemistry is very complex, as

interface that simplifies the workflow,

the system to the company’s workflow,
integrating a SciRobotics TubeEyeX™, a

“The beauty of the Fluent is that it

allowing us to make changes to meet

ppSPE device, an IKA shaker and a
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our specific needs relatively quickly

Porvair sample concentrator – the first

our technology in a way that would be

and easily. It’s been a good

time this has been done on a Fluent

impractical without an automated

collaboration,” concluded Caroline.

To find out more about Tecan’s
Fluent Automation Workstation,
visit www.tecan.com/fluent
To learn more about GAP
Peptides, go to
www.gappeptides.com

The Fluent Automation Workstation has been
customized for GAP-PS peptide synthesis

Blue food coloring is used to allow the
TubeEyeX to distinguish between the layers
during the aqueous extraction step
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